The design and building of new alternative fuel plants is an increasing necessity to replace old technology and non-renewable fossil fuels. To optimize the performance of these plants and to obtain an economically feasible production of these types of fuels, it is necessary to have a total control of each variable involved in the process of production and how these factors affect the yield of fuel production. In this paper it is proposed a model of a digester to generate gas using a Vensim software designed to generate simulations in dynamic state. This simulation was developed using differential equations to model the behavior at each stage of the process and auxiliary conditions to complement the mathematical description of the model. The main factors in the biogas production are the retention time and the methanogen mortality ratio. For retention time lower than 10 h the process loses effectiveness due to bacterial growth is not completed efficiently, but a high retention time involves a bigger reactor and the yield of production decreases considerably for retention time higher than 40 h. The best yields were obtained for a mortality ratio in methanogen and acidogenic bacteria lower than 0.2 and a retention time of 30 h with a final production of 3.33 L by each kilogram of biomass.
Introduction
 A recent interest in renewable energy production has produced an increase in development of new technology for renewable fuels production to replace the oil consumption [1] . It is due to the high pollution and generation of CO 2 produced by fossil fuel and an increase in price of production and commercialization of these types of energy due to a constant decrease in global reserves of it [2] .
The main fossil fuel sources are coal, oil and natural gas. Each one of these has a similar production ratio by year and it is increasing according to the time with a high representative fraction due to development countries such as United States and China. For another hand, due to a constant increase in energy consumption, each one of these fossil fuels has had a high increase during the last years going from 340 EJ/y to 500 EJ/y between 2000 and 2012. This change was largely due to booming Chinese production and some other factors related to increase in processes production and population increase [3] .
One of the main alternatives to replace fossil fuels is the biodiesel production, but this process has some disadvantage such as the production of glycerol as byproduct. In this case some alternatives to purify this byproduct to obtain another commercial product have been developed [4] , but due to these processes are economically unviable it is another problem to the sustainability energy production process.
Recent alternatives to replace fossil fuels are unviable in some aspects such as economically, environmentally and ecologically due to similar reasons. However there are some alternatives analyzed to energy production in local places to supply requirements of residents of close areas such as bio-digester technology which is used in the production of natural gas from waste organic matter [5] .
Some advantages of this process are a building and maintenance of equipment relatively easy, processing of waste material to obtain a profitable energy source and building of process plants near to the place in where energy is used [6] .
This process involves the use of a great variety of bacteria which processed the waste material to biodegrade it while natural gas is produced. It is composed by two sub-processes; the first of these one consists in the conversion of solid waste in fatty acids by acidophilic bacteria, then in the second sub-process fatty acids are used by anaerobic methanogens to produce methane [7] . However, this process has some drawbacks for modeling due to multiple biological agents are used in each one of these sub-processes to obtain an economically viable process without the need to use specific bacterial species [8] .
Some models and methods have been proposed to obtain results with similar results to real behavior of systems by individual compound analysis and by analysis of each step [9] , but these methods have some problems to simulate real situations due to these are not taking into account the synergy between some of these factors involved in this process.
By this reason, the method of process dynamics is a good option to characterize each parameter according to the influence of the other factors to analyze the effect in the model produced by some modifications in the values of the process [10] . Some of these attempts to characterize a digester by this method were carried out by Billington [11] , Hill [12] [13] [14] [15] and Bala [16] , however these models have a high stationary process character and it is great fail to model real bio-digesters.
By this reason some investigations try to change the main focus to add other characteristics that change over the time. In this way some models were developed including the factor of microbial growth by Monod kinetic method [17] , and some simulations of kinetic models of production process were carried out taking into account these models with best results in similar data to real bio-digester processes [18] .
The main problem with these models is the obsolescence of software used to develop the simulation. In this case DYNAMO (dynamic modeling) was a software with excellent characteristics of simulation for stationary and dynamic systems but nowadays it is really antique and it has fallen into obsolescence due to its inability to model modern complex systems. By this reason in this paper the model of Hill was adapted to be reconstructed and simulated in a new software of dynamic systems called Vensim and with the possibility to obtain the main process characteristics.
Vensim is nowadays a industrial strength simulation software for improving the performance of real systems due to it has a full set of emphasizes model quality, flexible distribution, connections to data, and to possibility to include advanced algorithms.
Simulation Process
The simulation was carried out using the equations proposed by Hill [17] and treated previously by dynamic state simulation in DYNAMO software [18] . In this case were used 5 box variables (stock) with its respective ranges and 11 auxiliary constants. In the same way equations were defined according to the range of these variables, Table 1 shows the relation between variables stock and auxiliary constants. Differential equations were used to analyze each step in the production of natural gas by decomposition of solid waste material. In this way to model the quantity of solid waste flow in the system was used an equation which correlate the feed of solid material and the quantity of it in the reactor. It is expressed by: (1) In this expression, dS is the quantity of solid waste being fed to the bio-digester in a fraction of time dt as a function of:
It is possible to identify a correlation between the quantity of solids in the process and the quantity of solids being fed taking into account the consumption of it carried out by the acidogenic bacteria.
In the same way a similar expression is obtained to describe the quantity of fatty acids available for methanogen bacteria. For this process is observed a similar behavior due to the quantity of fatty acids in the bio-digester is a function of fatty acids present in the feed and fatty acids produced in the reactor by acidogenic bacteria, taking into account in this case the consumption of it carried out by the methanogen bacteria. It is expressed by: (2) where, At this point were developed the first simulations and by that reason some errors were produced. By this reason it is necessary to take into account the necessity of include another factor to correct the quantity of acidogen and methanogen bacteria in each moment of the process [19] . By this reason it is necessary to include a model to simulate the bacterial growth in each stage, in this case was selected the Monod model according to literature data [16] [17] [18] . According to it, the expressions to describe acidogen and methanogen bacteria respectively are:
where, Finally, the quantity of biogas produced is a direct function of the quantity of methanogen in the bio-digester, by this reason it is necessary to add a proportionality constant to this factor to obtain a correlation of the change in the production as a function of the time. It is expressed by:
To condense the information about the process, variables used and the dependence of each one of these, Fig. 1 shows the schematic representation of simulation process carried out in Vensim. In this figure we can see the five main variables used to structure the process and around each of these are located each one of the parameters used to manipulate the average of the system. In this case dashed arrows represent the influence of a parameter and the thick arrows represent the possibility to change a value within an established range.
Analysis of Results
By this simulation in Vensim was possible determinate the existence of two main parameters in the production of gas in a bio-digester system. Due to the retention time is the main factor to determine the size of a reactor as an independent result of the production ratio and the size of methanogen population determines the quantity of effective producers of biogas, there are the main factors to take into account in the case of analyze the behavior of biogas production system.
The retention time is a variable used directly in the process of simulation, but to rate the size and behavior of the microorganisms systems is necessary take into account the Monod model to simulate the concentration of microorganisms. Fig. 2 shows the behavior of biogas production as a function of retention time and production time. In this case we can see a strong correlation between these parameters, due to it is a fundamental factor to produce a suitable environment with a high content of microorganisms.
The cause of this behavior is the time used for acidogen and methanogen bacteria to realize the process of microbial growth during the residence time in the reactor. In this case a low retention time is not adequate to the process due to then the bacterial culture is evacuated from the reactor before to complete an optimal growth cycle. By this reason the inclusion of Monod method is a fundamental parameter to determine the behavior of bacterial growth according to the residence time in the bio-digester.
In the case of retention time lower than 10 h is possible to see a rapid approximation to a constant parameter to biogas production due to the high removal of microorganisms from the process. It is due to for this retention time microorganisms are eliminated from the process before to complete the effective growth cycle.
In the other hand for retention time higher than 40 h the biogas production is higher than the same for 30, 20 and 10 h, but the additional increase in production is low for each increase in this variable, in this way the increase in production between 10 h and 20 h is higher than the increase in production between 20 and 30 h. By this reason a greater bio-digester is required for values of retention time higher than 40 h and the change in the yield of production is not significant.
To analyze the effect of another one main variable of the process, Fig. 3 shows the biogas production as a function of methanogen mortality ration and production time. In this case we can see a high dependence of the process in function of this variable, and it is due to this parameter is determining the concentration of microorganisms in the bio-digester, and due to biogas production is a direct function of the quantity of microorganisms in the reactor (assuming a total availability of organic waste), a high mortality ratio generates as a consequence a decrease in the biogas production.
For another hand, for a low methanogen mortality ratio is observed a high biogas production ratio due to methanogen bacteria population is increasing during the process. However, due to it is not a directly modifiable variable, it is necessary to select the microorganisms used in the process to choose those which have a low mortality ratio and establish a high control in the conditions of production environment such as avoid the presence of oxygen or sulfur. In this variable we cannot establish a low limit due to for lower values the production increases.
For each one of these cases we can see how the biogas production tends to a constant value due to along the time the bacterial growth and the microorganism population, due to addition and removal of solid waste, tends to a constant value.
Conclusions
Biogas production from solid organic wastes is a suitable option of energy production due to by this process a waste is approach to produce energy with low cost compared to others methods which includes the pre-production and treatment of raw materials. Another advantage is the low cost of the operative requirements due to operative conditions are near to normal conditions according to pressure and temperature.
In this case the main disadvantage is the recollection process of solid organic waste due to in most of the cases it is scattered as occurs in the case of animal waste and waste produced by human consumption. However this problem can be resolved by the inclusion of some practices such as the constant accumulation of waste in specific places before to be used to feed the bio-digester.
Among the main factors in biogas production systems, retention time and methanogen mortality ratio are more important due to these ones produce high variations in biogas production. According to it, the optimal conditions to obtain a high yield and decreasing the costs of production was selected.
A mortality ratio in methanogen and acidogenic bacteria lower than 0.2 is necessary to avoid a constant production along the time and to obtain a longer period of increase in quantity of production. A similar behavior occurs in the case of retention time due to for high values of this variable the production increases, but was determined 30 h as the time with the high efficiency due to for high values of it the relation of reactor price/biogas production increases as a result of a retention time with a high reduction in yield of production. In this case for these conditions was obtained a biomass production ratio of 3.33 L by each kilogram of biomass. In another hand, in the case of methanogen mortality ratio, this factor represents the demise of producing organisms and therefore the decreasing in biogas production. By this reason is necessary to ensure the optimal conditions to extend the life of microorganisms and carried out a selection of the main species methane-producing and due to it is an anaerobic process it is necessary to avoid the presence of oxygen and sulfur to decrease the mortality ratio of methanogen bacteria.
